WORKSTATIONS

MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY
Integrate People and Workstations into your Company Automation,
Technology and Material Handling Systems

6 Ways Dehnco Can Help Your Business
1.
2.
3.
4.

Analyze Product Flow
Define Tasks and Procedures
Identify Required Supplies and Equipment
Map Supplies and Equipment to Table Design

5. Apply Practical Ergonomic Principles
6. Design a Workstation that Integrates into
Your Process to Maximize Productivity

NEW FEATURES
Easier To Assemble
New Products and Components
New Color Palette
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ABOUT DEHNCO
MODULAR COMPONENTS
PACKING STATIONS
RECEIVE, SHIP, MANIFEST
SPECIAL PURPOSE STATIONS
OVER CONVEYOR STATIONS
CARTON STORAGE
WIRE, MATS, BINS, WRAPS
MAILROOM / OFFICE
ROLL STORAGE,
DISPENSING, CUTTING
CUSTOM PRODUCTS

PG. 2- 4
PG. 5 -7
PG. 8-9
PG. 10-11
PG. 12
PG. 13
PG. 14
PG. 15 -17
PG. 18-21
PG. 22-23
PG. 24
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SINGLE SOURCE . . .
SINGLE RESPONSIBILITY
Dehnco has the know-how to service all your workstation needs.
We want to help you . . .

Every inquiry, every order Dehnco receives is the beginning of a
partnership. Our goal is to provide your workers with workstations
and support systems that increase their level of efficiency and
improve their productivity at an affordable price. All of which helps
you improve your bottom line. Dehnco workstations typically have
a pay-back period of less than a year.

How do we define workstation efficiency?

Workstation efficiency is using the least amount of workers’ time, and
motion and space to successfully accomplish a predetermined task.
Work and storage space is optimized so the workstation
accommodates the functional equipment, materials and supplies
necessary to complete the intended operation. Ergonomically,
workers movements in and around the workstations are minimized
to eliminate wasted motion, lifting, bending and reaching. And,
flow of materials into, through and out of the workstation is
integrated to your handling system to sustain or increase desired
levels of productivity.
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Dehnco takes the time to talk to you, listen to what you want, and
what you don’t want. If you are replacing workstations, what worked
and what didn’t work.
We approach what you need as not just building a workstation,
it’s creating a workstation that satisfies the precise needs of your
workers. Our process is thorough, and the results are rewarding to
you and your workers.

WO

Defining your unique issues . . .

CE

provides Dehnco with a wealth of first hand information. Our list
of modular components is forever expanding to meet new requirements. Our challenge is to provide each worker a workstation that is
practical, functional and affordable.
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Over three decades of application engineering experience . . .

WE HELP YOU DEFINE AND
RESOLVE THESE ISSUES

Thousands of successful installations . . .

cover all segments of the marketplace. . . manufacturing plants,
warehouses, distribution centers and offices. The following is a list of
areas where Dehnco workstations have helped to organize the area,
eliminate clutter, increase productivity and create a better flow
of material.
• Receiving / Shipping
• Manufacturing
• Packing Areas
• Assembly / Testing
• Supervisory
• Return Goods
• Retrofitting / Kitting
• Picking
• Manifesting
• Inspection
• Production
• Computer
• Staging
• Office
• Mailroom
Dehnco will work with your engineers to focus and define the issues
confronting your particular application.

Dehnco is ready to serve you . . .

Our engineering and production staffs are anxious to talk with you.
Call and we will discuss your ideas and answer your questions.
Equally important, fax us your prints or sketches. We will analyze
your requirements and get back to you within 48 hours. We look
forward to being of service to you.
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Goes Green
Dehnco: Incorporating principles of sustainability into each
of our business decisions. Our Green initiatives are a first
step in reducing our footprint on the environment and
working towards a healthier more sustainable tomorrow.
WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS?
A sustainable business is any organization that participates
in environmentally friendly or green activities to ensure that
all processes, products, and manufacturing activities
adequately address current environmental concerns while
maintaining a profit. In other words, it is a business that
“meets the needs of the present world without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
” It is the process of assessing how to design products that
will take advantage of the current environmental situation
and how well a company’s products perform with
renewable resources.

Reuse, Recycle, Repurpose
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1976

ISO: 9001:2008

Scan to See
Demonstration

How Dehnco is Making a Difference:
Every little bit counts: Dehnco’s owners and employees
have made a commitment to incorporate environmental
friendly actions into our everyday operation.
All of Dehnco’s office supplies are 100% recycled and or
Post Consumer Waste.
We participate in a recycled ink program for our printers
and copiers. Our vendor provides returnable packaging
that allows the used cartridges to be sent back and recycled.
Working with manufacturing partners that promote and
implement green manufacturing AND sustainable practices,
such as: Calstone Inc:
• Bullfrog Powered
• Greenguard Certified
• Remanufacturing Program
• Recycle, Repurpose and Re-Use Resources
Recyclable Materials:
Our metal furniture contains 90% of material (metal) that is
100% recyclable. All scrap metal left over from product
manufacturing is recycled and used for in-house projects.
Recycled Cardboard Packaging:
Our present furniture packaging contains a min. of 85%
recyclable materials. Our edge protectors are 100% recycled
material. We also reuse any packaging that is returned from
installations or inbound receiving in our warehouse for
future shipments.
Reusable Wooden Skids:
Our supplier’s reuse the wooden skids used for raw material
deliveries as part of a “reduce and re-use” materials program.
Our furniture skids are 100% recycled as they are either used
or rebuilt from old skids.
Eco-Friendly Products and Solutions:
In addition to our core products which are produced in an
environmentally sound manufacturing facility, we are
constantly looking for solutions to reduce the impact of our
products on the environment. New products, such as,
Pallet Wraps, that eliminate waste into landfills, promote
re-use and can be re-cycled, contribute to our approach.
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Puzzled over
Workstation Productivity
and Efficiency?
Let Dehnco Help You Evaluate and Integrate Workstations,
Supply Storage and Equipment Needs with Your Automation,
Technology and Material Handling Systems . . . AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD

W.

I.

S. E.

Workstation Integration System Evaluation
Dehnco offers a simple 4 step evaluation process that:

• Promotes Ergonomics • Creates Efficiency • Increases Productivity

STEP : 1
Evaluating Flow
Defined as the
movement of
materials/
products
into and out of
the work area.
• Define what products and
materials are transported
in and out.
• How are materials moved
in and out of an area.
• What equipment is
required to move
material.

STEP : 2
Identifying the
Process
Detailing the
Step-by-Step
Sequence of tasks
required to
complete
the specific work
being done in
the area.
• Identify each step
required to complete
the task being done in
the area.
• Document the movement
and handling of the
product and supplies.

STEP : 3
Integrating the
Supplies and
Equipment
Required to
Complete a
Task into the
work area.

• List the supplies
required to complete
the task.
• Identify the equipment required to
complete the task
• Formulate a work
pattern which is
ergonomically
efficient.

STEP : 4
Integrate the
Work Area Design
with the Process
to Maximize the
Efficiency of the
Operation.
• Maximize Ergonomics
• Reduce Handling
• Maximize Floor Space
• Reduce Invironmental
Impact
• Reduce Cost
• Save Time
• Improve Efficiency
• Improve Productivity

Lam
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Dehnco has seven different bench styles designed to support and handle
all your weight and service requirements for loads up to a maximum of 3000 lbs.
From the following descriptions, you will be able to select the proper bench
for your operation. Each bench will accommodate all Dehnco modular
components and can be purchased separately as plain benches at
competitive prices.

Workbenches are Strong and Sturdy
. . . and provide the foundation for Dehnco
ergonomics, heavy-duty workstation systems

Heavy-Duty
Workbench

Standard
Workbench

D-9001-2

D-9000/D-9001
The “workhorse” in the line will support loads up to 1800 lbs. A 11/4 inch thick laminated top
is supported with a 16-guage welded steel underframe. Top has T-molded vinyl edges and rounded
corners. Legs are 1-1/2-inch square steel tubing with adjustable legs from 29 to 36-inches high.
Leveling pads are included. Stock bench sizes are 83 or 68-inches long by 33-inches wide.

Will support up to 3000 lbs. A thick 1 1/4-inch thick laminated top is supported with a
16-gauge welded steel underframe. Top has T-molded vinyl edges and rounded corners.
Legs are 2-inch square welded steel tubing with adjustable legs from 29 to 36-inches high.
Leveling pads are encluded. Stock bench sizes are 83 or 68-inches long by 33-inches wide.

Light-Duty
Workbench

Metal Top
Light-Duty
Workbench

D9004

D-9002
Will support up to 1000 lbs. A 14-gauge steel top is supported by four legs of 1 1/2-inch square
steel tubing. Fixed height of 32-inches. Leveling pads are included. Length is 68-inches long by
30-inches wide.

Will support up to 1000 lbs. A 3/4-inch thick laminated top is mounted to a four piece
steel frame. Top has T-molded vinyl edges and rounded corners. Legs are 1 1/2-inch
square steel tubing. Stock bench has a fixed height of 34-inches. Leveling pads are
encluded. Length is 68-inches long by 30-inches wide.

Laminated

Steel

Shop-Top

Anti-Static

Scale Table

Lifting Table

D-9003

D-9006
Handles loads up to 500 lbs. A 1 1/4-inch thick laminated top is mounted to a four-piece steel
frame. Top has T-molded vinyl edges and rounded corners. Legs are 1 1/2-inch square steel
tubing. Leveling pads are included. A hand crank makes it easy to adjust the height of the
table top 12-inches, from 30 to 42-inches. Lift table legs can be retro-fit on to any standard
Dehnco table. Stock bench sizes are 83 or 68-inches long by 33-inches wide.

A Variety of Bench Tops are Available
Bench tops are available in a variety of sizes and materials
to assure proper handling of the load and long service life.
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Will support up to 500 lbs. A 1 1/4-inch thick laminated top is mounted to a four piece
steel frame. Top has T-molded vinyl edges and rounded corners. Legs are 1 1/2-inch
quare steel tubing with adjustable legs from 25 to 32-inches high. Leveling pads are included.
Length is 23 1/2-inches by 33-inches wide. Unit provides support for scale and can be
used as a packing stand.

Adjustable Height
Table Frame
Assemblies
D-9005

Frame assemblies are available should
you choose to supply your own table
worksurface. The supporting underframe
is an all welded unit made of 16-gauge
steel. The legs are 1 1/2-inch square
tubular steel with adjustable legs from
29 to 36-inches high. Leveling pads
are encluded.
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Above-the-Bench Modular Components

WORKSTATIONS

Take the stretch out of reaching . . .
and keep your workstations
ergonomically friendly.

It’s easy to reach for something. It’s much more energy
consuming and concerning to have to stretch or bend
for it. That’s why Dehnco offers you a wide assortment
of quality above-the-bench components that put what
your workers need most as close to them as possible.
Consider the product or products your workers will be
handling. What functions they will be performing.
What materials, parts, tools and other equipment
will be required. What moves or steps your workers will
have to take. For reference, you might consider video
taping your workers functioning under current
operating conditions. And, finally, how the product
will be transferred to the next operation.
Match your workers requirements to the components
we have shown. If we don’t show what you have
in mind, let us know. We will be very happy to work
with you and your engineers in developing modular
components to your specifications.
Dehnco modular components can be used to
design complete workstations or are sold separately
to upgrade your existing workstations to make them
more functional, more worker friendly.
It’s fast. It’s easy when you work with Dehnco
modular components. Selection from a wide variety of
quality, functional components that meet all your
workers needs is simple. And, should your workers
requirements change, workstations can be modified
with different components to keep them
functional and worker friendly.

D-9035

D-9036

D-9084

Scanner Tray

CS-1000

D-9031-C
T-1000

D-9049

WM-59
PS-1000

D-9070

D-9086-A Keyboard Holder

D-9071
D-9087
D-9380
D-9037 Bin Rail
D-9030 Roll Bar

RC-3044 Cutter

Cutters and Roll Storage

D-9031

D-9085
Flat Screen Holder

Scanner Bracket

L-1000

D-9032

D-9033 Divider

D-9093
D-9037
D9031-C

D-9050

SCAN to VIEW PARTS LIST
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D-9053
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LD-1000
Label Dispenser

Table Mount Flat Screen

Below-the-Bench Modular Components
Provide great secondary storage, a place for those less
often used materials and supplies, computer equipment, spare parts, tools and personal belongings. An
efficient way to further maximize available floor space
and help your workers keep their work area clear and
organized.
Components are available for storage of small
supplies such as literature, tissues, inserts, samples etc.
Add carton storage for small and large boxes.
Under bench space is also good for managing electrical
needs, adding packing platforms or stands and storing
and protecting computer components. Add a single,
double or triple drawer module, with lock if needed.
Utilizing lower table space can be as simple as a lower
shelf. Add sliding doors and privacy panels, if required.
If your workers use roll materials, a roll bar system can
be easily added. Or, we will create a component to meet
your unique requirements.
Dehnco’s quality modular components are produced in
large quantities and the economy of scale savings are
passed on to you.
All components are interchangeable, easy to assemble
and disassemble, and easy on your equipment budget.

D-9007
D-9003

D-9009
D-9060
D-9008

D-9056

D-9011
Wire
Mgt.
D-9010-N

D-9089-N
D-9030

D-9031
Carton Storage Shelf

Slide Out
Key Board Tray

D-9034

D-9045 Sorter Module

D-9081 Slide Out Tray

PS-1000

D9021
DIV

CS-1000

D-9021
AHBR

SCAN for More
Information

D-9021

D-9056 Tissue Tray

D-9045
D-9048

D-9080 Slide Out Tray

D-9031-C

D-9031-A
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WORKSTATIONS

Packing Stations
A workstation that has
everything your packers need
right at their fingertips.
For over thirty five years, Dehnco has successfully

worked with thousands of companies improving the
efficiency and increasing the productivity of the
workers in the packing area. To achieve this success,
many issues were discussed, some were the same,
some different and others unique.
If you are looking for ways to save time and money,
a close look at your packing area could be rewarding.
What issues are confronting your packing areas?
• Is your packing area cluttered?
• Are there bottlenecks forming along your
conveyor lines?
• Are your workers wasting time and motion trying to
get product, supplies or tools?
• Are their cartons, rolls of paper and other packing
materials all over the place?
• Is the flow of materials through the area slow
and inefficient?
• Does everything seemed to be disorganized?
If what we are describing is anything like what you see
in your packing area, time, materials and money are
being wasted.
On the following pages we have illustrated a variety of
common solutions that Pack-Bench Systems® workstations
address. One might be just right for your workers and
packing area. Most installations pay for themselves in
less than a year.
All Dehnco components are modular in design. You can
change or upgrade your workstation with new or different
components, as your work requirements change.
We look forward to working with you to help analyze your
specific packing area issues in the near future.

Pack Bench Systems®©

SCAN to SEE a Demonstration
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PBS-905

PBS-935

PBS-911
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WORKSTATIONS

Productive and Efficient Packing Workstation

PBS-918

PBS-909
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Manifest, Shipping and Receiving Stations and Stands

SHIPPING/MANIFEST WORKSTATIONS

W O R K S TA T I O N
The last step in your supply chain cycle . . .
The first step in serving your customer.

The culmination of your production cycle , manifesting and shipping
are often a bottleneck in your operation. Properly equipped, these
Dehnco workstations make it easy for your workers to organize their
computers and related equipment, printers, scanners, scale, etc., access
shipping schedules, prepare manifests, manage and store their paper
work and reference materials, so that your products flow smoothly.
If one of the workstations shown on these two pages doesn’t exactly
meet the requirements of these work areas - shipping, receiving,
manufacturing, return goods, etc., it’s easy to substitute Dehnco Modular
Components to meet your workers needs.
Don’t hesitate to call your Dehnco representative or our sales engineers.
They will be delighted to discuss your needs.

10

MS-1301
Basic Shipping / Receiving Table

MS-1201
Manifest Station
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RECEIVING WORKBENCHES

MS-1205
Receiving Bench

SHIPPING/MANIFEST WORKSTATIONS

OC-1503
Double Manifest Station

NS

O NS

MS-1306
Receiving Table
MS-1305
Shipping/Manifest Workstation

MS-1204
Receiving Station

Scan for More
Information

PBS-915
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Special Purpose Workstations

WORKSTATIONS

For
For assembly,
assembly, Testing
Testing and
and Maintenance
Maintenance Areas
Areas
and
and More
More .. .. ..
Organization, efficiency and improved
productivity are required in a variety of
different work areas around the facility.
Creating workstations and work areas
with an uncluttered working space,
organizing a variety of supplies, provideing easy access to required equipment
and tools along with other necessary
items is easily accomplished by combineing any of Dehnco’s standard Modular
Benches and Components. We can
modify and customize any standard
components or benches to meet your
specific requirements. In addition, we
frequently integrate accessories such
as, storage bins, wire shelving, machinery
and other required equipment around
the workstation to provide a completely
integrated solution to meet your needs.
Please feel free to discuss all of your
workstation and workbench needs with
our engineers.

HD-1405
Wrapping Station

HD-1403
Assembly Station

OC-1504
Assembly Station

12

Mail Shipping Table

HD-1406
Maintenance/Shop Station

MS-1301
Forms Storage Table

HD-1402
Assembly Station

HD-1401
Testing Station

PBS-1004
Gift Wrap Station

PBS-904
Kitting/VAS Station
S
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PBS-1002
Kitting Station

W O

Over-the-Conveyor Workstations
Turn wasted space into functional work areas.
Here’s the perfect answer . . . A workstation designed especially for the
over-the-conveyor applications where floorspace is tight and the need
for work space is great. Illustrations show how a proposed workstation
for the following applications will be equipped.
• Carton (void) filling • Testing
• Packing
• Small Parts Assembly
• Manifesting
• Computer Stand
Remember, all Dehnco components are modular and are quickly
interchangeable. Some workstations are stand alone, others have
uprights that are attachable to the conveyor framework. Contact your
Dehnco representative or sales engineer for assistance in selecting
a design just right for your application.

OC-1502
Packing Station

OC-1503
Testing Stand

FSS-1006
Packing Station

MS-1302
Double Manifest Stand

OC-1501
Packing Stand

MS-1307
Manifest Station

OC-1506
CRT Stand

MS-1308
CRT Stand

W OR KSTATIONS
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WORKSTATIONS

Carton and Box Storage Systems
Dehnco offers a complete line of carton and box storage solutions that
allow for the placement of boxes wherever they provide the most
efficiency. Cartons can be stored above or below tables, over conveyors
or to the left, right or behind the worker.
Special designs are available for unique applications.

CS-1103 3-Tier Supply Cart

CS-1101 2-Tier Box Cart
D-9060 Carton Stand

CS-1102 Cart with Shelf

OC-1501 Packing Stand

Under Table Storage
Verticle Storage Cart

14

Over Conveyor Carton Storage

SCAN for
More Information
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Wire Carts and Shelving
. . . to meet your material handling
and storage needs.

Check the product features:
• STRENGTH Each supports up to 1250 lbs.
• ADJUSTABILITY - Install shelves on 1” centers.
• FAST ASSEMBLY - No hardware or tools required.
• SHELVE STYLES - Wire, solid, slanted, double wide & more.
• FINISHES Zinc, Chrome, Gold Bond, Stainless Steel & Colors.
• CLEAN ROOMS - Components adaptable to various clean
room applications.
• CONDUCTIVE - Special components available to reduce
electrostatic discharge.
Dehnco will be happy to send you a complete catalog and
work with your engineers to design a configuration to
meet your specific needs.

Wire Carts

Adjustable

Wire Cart Shelving

Wire
Shelving
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3 Shelf Utility Cart

Scan for
More Information
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Floor Matting . . .

Matting selection is easy when you define these issues:
• Usage - Light, Medium, Heavy
• Application
• Anti-Fatique
• Wet or Dry Conditions
• Rubber or Vinyl Material • Color Borders
• Custom Lenghts
• Stock Sizes
• Colors
Dehnco will be pleased to send you literature and assist
in your selection.

The right mat and size is readily available.
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#479 CUSHION
TRAX ®
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#410 AIRUG ®
#411 SOF-TRED ™
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SCAN to SEE a
Demonstration
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Plastic Bins and Pallet Wraps

Plastic Bins

Provide the storage you need for
a variety of small Items
Dehnco supplies a full range of plastic bins, totes
and pull out storage units. Storage bins can be
integrated into a Dehnco workstation or used
with an existing workstation. Bins can be stored
and used with wire shelving, closed steel shelving,
and a variety of mobile storage carts or secured in
lockable cabinets. Let a Dehnco representative
work with you to provide the right storage solution
for your needs. Catalogs are available along with
information on our website. Pricing is competitive
and most bin solutions are available from stock.

SCAN for More
Information

Introducing

Reusable Alternative to Stretch Film
Save Time, No Plastic Waste . . .

Reduce Cost

Made of sturdy industrial grade mesh, Pallet
Wraps can be used over and over to wrap and
secure full pallets of product.
Easy and Fast to Apply and Remove
A single worker can install the wrap. The edge is
rested against the pallet and is walked around the
skid. The two ends are used to locate the sides.
The straps are put through the loops and drawn
tight. The straps are velcroed to the holding strip.
The entire operation takes less than 1 minute. To
remove, the straps are released and the unit is
rolled up for reuse.

Benefits
• Reusable- reduce large
purchases of plastic.
• Fast to apply and removeSave Time.
• Units roll up and stack for
efficient return.
• Durable- can be reused
many times.
• Eco-friendly - no clean up,
no mess.
• Recyclable- when they
need to be replaced.
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Mailroom Furniture

AA Wide
Wide Selection
Selection of
of Modular
Modular Mailroom
Mailroom Furniture,
Furniture,
Components
and
Accessories.
.
.
At
A
Price
Components and Accessories. . . At A Price You
You Can
Can Afford
Afford

Five Ways Dehnco
Can Help Organize
Your Mailroom

1. Help Define Your Task Requirements
2. Analyze Task Flow and procedures
3. Apply Practical Ergonomic Procedures
4. Design Workstation Solutions that
Integrate Mail Flow and Operations with
Overall Operations
5. Provide Complete Workstation and
layout drawings of Your Area

Machine Tables come in a variety
of sizes and styles to provide for
applications such as:
• Plain Storage Table
• Postage Machine Station
• Folder/Inserter Storage Table
• Fax/Copy Worktable
• Tracking/Receiving Table
• Printer Table

Standard Mailroom Risers come in
6-inch, 13-inch and 22-inch heights to
provide storage or free space under the
sorters. Risers are available to fit all
standard size sorters and tables.

Ma

stan
app
stac
or p
sort
The
and

Let Dehnco help you
evaluate and solve your
workstation operations
Machine Tables

Custom Built
Workstations

Mailroom and
Office Design

Build to Specifications

Workstations are available to meet your
specific workstation requirements when
standard products can not accommodate
the task.

18
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Create Workstations to Meet Every Application

Supply Storage Cabinets, Drawers
and Shelves provide storage space for a

Additional sorter options are available to
meet your specific mail sorting and
storage requirements with Dehnco’s:
Pass Thru Mail Sorters, Vertical Mail Sorters,
Security Mail Sorters, Wide Opening Mail
Sorters, and Combination Mail Sorters.

variety of supplies such as:
• Office Supplies
• Books and Catalogs
• Mailroom Supplies • Manuals
• Printing Supplies • Cleaning Supplies
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Offices and Mailrooms typically have various workstations which are
designed to meet specific task requirements. Workflow is carefully analized
to eliminate wasted time and motion. The workstations are then layed out
to maximize the floor space and to optimize efficiency and productivity in
the work area.
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standard sizes to meet a variety of
applications. Sorters can be securely
stacked together, used with a Riser Unit
or positioned on a Dehnco table. Standard
sorters are provided with a closed back.
The horizontal shelves are removable
and adjustable to 1- 5/8” increments.
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In Plant Offices, Training, and Specialty Workstations

WORKSTATIONS

For Assembly, Testing and Maintenance Areas and More . . .
Facilities often require a variety of other types of
workstations. Areas such as In-Plant Offices, Supervisors
Stations, Training Rooms, Class Rooms, Data Entry, are a
few of the additional areas that Dehnco can help you
address. In addition, Dehnco’s variety of modular furniture
components allows you to address a wide range of floor
plan options such as, Back-to-Back, Side-by-Side, L-Shape,
as well as a wide range of other solutions.
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Double Workstation

Quad Workstation

Computer Lab

L-Shape Workstation

Manager Desk

Supervisor
Workstation
Machine Table
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Introducing

Our New Line of Modular
Files, Cabinets and Material
Storage Systems
We have added many new items to our furniture lines to aid in
providing even more efficient storage solutions for various
supplies and materials. Modular units are available to store
parts, literature, samples, and so much more. We will help you
evaluate your storage needs and recommend the most
ergonomic and efficient ways to organize all the material so it
fits into the flow of your operations.
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Dehnco Low Cost Cutting and Dispensing Systems
Dehnco supplies a low cost line of manual, pneumatic
cutting and sheeting systems to efficiently convert roll
materials into functional sheet sizes.
Shear and Compression cutting technologies enable
Dehnco cutters to cut a wide range of materials
including:
• Paper • Plastic • Bubble • Foam • Fiberglass
• Tyvek • Vinyl • Insulation • Foil • Cloth • Rubber
• Mats • Fabric • Woven and Non Woven Materials
• Natural and Synthetic Fibers and Much More

DS Sheeting
System

Cutter Benefits

• Safe and Easy to Operate • Bi-Directional Cutting Action
• Five Sizes Available up to 80-inches • Rugged Construction
• Reliable Operation • Increase Productivity

Shear Cutting
Shear cutting is achieved by
positioning the flat side of
the rotary cutter blade against
a precision machined grove in
the base of the cutter frame.
As the blade rotates along the
grove, the material is sheared
cleanly and efficiently.

Compression
Cutting

Compression Cutting positions
the material between the
cutting blade and hardened
metal base. “Dynamic tension”
between upper channel and
base assures uniform clean cut
across entire cutting surface.

Rotary Shear Cutter

The Dehnco Rotary Shear Cutter comes completely
assembled and ready to operate. The Rotary Knife is
safely enclosed in the cutting head and cuts a wide
variety of material:
• Paper
• Plastic
• Vinyl
• Packing Foam • Bubble
• Fiberglass
The knife cuts in both
directions and has a
one year guarantee.
A built in roller and separator system accomodates and
facilitates the dispensing of up to three rolls of material.
Special size cutters are available.
The cutter can be mounted in-line with existing roll
storage or integrated into any Dehnco table or roll storage
system. Cutter can be equipped to operate with
Dehnco pneumatic drive system.
Cutter No.
RC 3044
RC 4054
RC 5064
RC 6074
RC 7286
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Material Width
30-inches
40-inches
50-inches
60-inches
72-inches

Assembly Width
44-inches
54-inches
64-inches
74-inches
86-inches

Control Box

Pneaumatic
Cutter

RC Rotary
Sheer Cutter

Economy Cutter
Retaining Bar

SCAN to See
Demonstration

APN Compression Cutter
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Roll Storage Systems Increase Efficiency and Productivity
Roll Storage Stand

Multiple Roll Stand

Multiple roll storage stand can be used as a stand alone
system. Other storage components are available. Stand
will store rolls of different diameters measuring up to
72-inches high. Five standard sizes are available to hold
rolls up to 72-inches wide.
Stand is supplied with one roll bar and brackets that
bolt to and adjust along the uprights, additional roll bar
kits are available. Casters are available to make stand portable.
Stand No.
MRS 3044
MRS 4054
MRS 5064
MRS 6074
MRS 7386

Max. Material Width
Used With
• Rotary Sheer Cutter
30-inches
40-inches
• Advanced Performance
50-inches
Cutter
60-inches
• Air Knife Cutter
72-inches
Stand Alone Storage

Optional Roll Bar
Standard Roll Bar

Will accommodate rolls of material up to 72-inch
wide and 40-inch diameter. Stand is constructed
of 1-1/2-inch, 16 guage steel tubingand supports
up to 300 pounds. Sway supports are provided for
added strength.
Casters are available to make stand portable.
Stand No. Max. Material Width
Used With
RS 3044
30-inches
• Rotary Sheer Cutter
RS 4054
40-inches
• Advanced Performance
RS 5064
50-inches
Cutter
RS 6074
60-inches
• Air Knife Cutter
RS 7286
72-inches
•Stand Alone Storage

Multiple Roll Stand

Roll Stand
Roll Stand
with RC Cutter
Roll Stand
w/Retaining Bar

Multiple Roll Stand
with Cutter

• Table Top Roll Stand with Cutter

• Table Top Roll Stand Wall Mounted
with Cutter

Specialty Stands

Table Top Roll Stand

Can be bolted to any flat surface, table top, wall or it can be
attached to any Dehnco cutter. Unit is heavy guage steel
construction and will support a single roll of material up to
38-inches in diameter. Notches on the upright members make
paper loading fast and easy. Four sizes available to hold rolls
up tp 48-inches wide.

Clamp-On Storage Stand Uprights

Stand No. Max. Material Width
Used With
TSEC 2436*
24-inches
• Rotary Sheer Cutter
TSEC 3648*
36-inches
• Economy Cutter
TSRS 3044*
30-inches
• Advanced Performance Cutter
TSRC 4054*
40-inches
• Air Knife Cutter
TSRC 5064*
50-inches
•Stand Alone Storage
* Must specify roll diameter

Unit comes complete with two sturdy brackets which can be secured to any
table, frame or conveyor system. Uprights bolt to brackets and are supplied
with floor plates for bolting to floor. Roller bar kits or other storage components
can be attached and adjusted along full 72-inch height of the uprights.
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Air Pillow Stand
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Custom Workstations and Products Built
to your Specifications
One of a kind, a complete production line, or
whatever you have in mind
You know what you want. You know the issues that confront you.
Your workers have discussed what they need. The workstations that you want are
not a standard product that these questions are probably going through your mind Can they be built?
Is it practical?
Is it affordable?
Is it economically justifiable?
Who can we get to build them?
Dehnco will help you analyze these questions based on our thirty five years of experience in
designing and configuring ergonomically friendly workstations. We have thousands of
our workstations in use every day. Applications are in manufacturing, warehousing
and distribution.
Dehnco’s operations include state-of-the-art computerized equipment. Our engineering
and production staffs have decades of engineering manufacturing expertise.
We invite you to call us to discuss your needs or fax us a sketch or print of your workstation.
No matter if it is a single worktable or a complete workstation system. We welcome the
opportunity to be of service to you.
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